
Credential Protection's mission is to protect the public with 
the gold standard for reviews™, Verified Reviews™ for health 

care professionals, products and services.	

	


	


Hosted by Jeffrey Frichner and Andrew Doan, MD, PhD	




Current Online Review���
Sites are Broken	


Anonymous reviews	


Spam Reviews	


Slanderous Reviews	


False Reviews	


Difficult to Place Reviews	




Solution is Verified ReviewsTM	




           Patient Search Volume	




        Patients Use the Internet	


U.S. Census Bureau Data 2011	




Patients Are Searching Doctors	


2 in 3 of people view 
comments about doctors���
on Vitals.com���
(over 8 million searches monthly)	


“I looked the doctor up online. I am impressed and 
feeling very comfortable taking my family to him.”	


1 in 3 of people 
on the Internet 
rate services	




   Verified ReviewsTM	


Closing the loop with Verified 
Doctor ReviewsTM.	


Paper Reviews are 10x more likely 
to be filled out by patient.	


Patient does not have to fill out 
Review at practice.	


Welcoming constructive criticism 
aiding in providing better overall 
patient experiences.	








It’s all about the               ‘s & trusted���
Verified ReviewsTM …	


Let's say you have $5000 for a cosmetic 
procedure or need major surgery. You 
were referred three surgeons in your 

area and search their names on Google.	


No patient reviews.	


Mainly negative reviews.	


4.7 stars with 100 reviews, 
some bad reviews. ���

*Bad reviews are okay and make 
Doctor C look real, honest, and 

genuine.	




It’s all about the               ‘s & trusted���
Verified ReviewsTM …	


The patient will most likely choose 
Doctor C	


4.7 stars with 100 reviews, 
some bad reviews. ���

*Bad reviews are okay and make 
Doctor C look real, honest, and 

genuine.	




Verified ReviewsTM vs.	

Competitors	


Verified Doctor ReviewsTM: at the same monthly cost, generated���
11 positive reviews in 2 weeks. Goal is to accumulate the most���
positive reviews in your specialty locally.	

	

*Doctors do not want to be listed with restaurants, plumbers, and contractors.	


Phone Book: $3600/
year for 2 bad 
reviews because 
Internet review sites 
are magnets for angry 
patients	


	








Eco System	

Patient	


Doctor	


Paper Reviews	


Online Reviews	


Mobile Apps	


Local Print Directories	




    Patentable Process	


Collection	


Storage	


Verification	


Transfer of Reviews	




 Business Model	


Subscription model with recurring revenues.	


Doctors who participate have considerable market advantage.	


Low-cost disruptor Verified ReviewsTM starting at $495 setup 

and then $195/month subscription.	




   Proven Sales Model	

One part-time sales person is able to close 1-2 
clients weekly.	


On target for over $200,000 in annual revenues 
with 75 clients in 12 months.	


Market potential is 1.6 million health care providers 
in the U.S. alone.	


Estimated one-quarter, 400,000 health care 
providers, use online advertising.	




 Projected Earnings	


   	


   	


   	


   	


   	


Secured $420K in angel funding.	

Seeking $1 million in total funding.	


Expand sales force of former pharmaceutical reps by 10 and 
then doubling sales team yearly.	


Projected 40,000 accounts in 6 years (10% market penetration)	

2013: $2.2M Gross, $288K Net	

2014: $6.1M Gross, $801K Net	

2015: $13.1M Gross, $2.8M Net	

2016: $26.4M Gross, $6.8M Net	

2017: $51.4M Gross, $14.3M Net	

2018: $103.3M Gross, $29.6M Net	




   Future Verticals	


Medicare Data Mining and Report	


Pharmaceutical & Medical Devices Reviews	


Hospitals	


Ambulatory Surgical Centers	


Attorneys	


Accountants	


Professional Services	




www.credentialprotection.com	

	


The Gold Standard for Reviews	



